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2In the light cone basis
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= 0; k = 1; 2:::5: (13)
These eleven constraints are enough to eliminate the extra eleven Lorentz metric fermionic ghosts from physical






















In the covariant formulation, the total number of physical degrees of freedom is the total number,forty four, minus
the total number of constraints. Due to the above four constraints there are 40 physical space time fermionic modes




. So we can





































































It is diÆcult to quantise this action, so we fall back on the Neveu-Schwarz [3] and the Ramond [4] formulations with
the G.S.O [5] projection. The GSO operator is to project out the odd number of fermionic modes from the Hilbert









where F is the fermion number. The forty fermionic modes can be placed in ve identical groups, each group
containing eight of them. The total partition function is that of a group of eight, raised to the power of ve. It
has been shown by Seiberg and Witten [6] that the partition function of eight fermions with Neveu-Schwarz and
Ramond boundary conditions, vanish due to the famous Jacobi equality among the -functions. Thus the total
product partition functions of the string states vanish. This is also the condition for a local supersymmetry.
The commutators and anticommutators between elds follow from the action of equation(1). The elds can be









) with r half integral be the












) with m integral, Ramond boundary condition.














































































































































































































































































































  1); m 6= 0 (29)
The terms containing the central charge, C=26, are the anomaly terms due to the normal ordering [1]. As is well
known, they are cancelled by the contribution from the conformal ghosts. This is also known that all anomalies will
cancel if the normal ordering constant of L
o
is equal to one. We dene the physical states as satisfying
(L
o
  1)j > = 0; L
m
j >= 0 ;G
r
j >= 0 for r;m > 0 : NS Bosonic (30)
L
m
j > = F
m

























These conditions shall make the string model ghost free. Applying L
o
condition the state 

 1
j0; k > is massless and
the L
1
constraint gives the Lorentz condition k









::::, constraints, one obtains 
0
m

























j >= 0. All the time components are eliminated from Fock space.



















=  1; 0; 1; 2; 3:::: (34)














j0 >, the negative sign arising due to the normal




=  1; 0; 1; 2; 3::::
4Thus, satisfying ourselves that we have an anomaly free, ghost free and harmless but useful tachyons, we attempt to













For simplicity we drop the suÆx  
1
2




























)jo; p > (35)
This is symmetric and traceless. Further L
o
will be taken as the free HamiltonianH
o
in the interaction representation.






























(p)] = 0 (36)
Thus a
y










(p   q) (37)

































































The Feynman propagator is

;




























This is the propagator of the graviton in the interaction representation.






jo; p > with Lorentz relation p

jo; p >=0, due to the L
1
condition. With the help of a time like vector n

, we
























There are several points which are conicting. While forming the commutator like equation(39) ,we will arrive at










and is excluded in the Fock space, but is necessary for vanishing of the trace.















































































5We have still the traceless tensor 




































































































































































































































is highly divergent and to cancel this we must add to the free Hamiltonian H
o



























































(y; t)E(x  y) (53)
As Weinberg puts it, `this term ugly as it seems, is precisely what is needed to generate Einstein Field Equations when
we pass to Heisengerg representation'. 

is the symmetric energy momentum tensor with vanishing divergence and
includes the self energy of the gravitational eld, the matter eld and the Pauli term. In the Heisenberg representation,

















































(x   y) (55)
To evaluate the D's from the derived propagation function , we introduce a four vector p^
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The terms containing p
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] + gradient terms (57)
With the poles at p
2



































































E(x   y) (58)
The solutions to the Heisenberg eld equations are easily worked out and are given by Weinberg [7]. With 
H;kl
as





































































































































(y; t) + 
i
Hi






























































































































Thus the presence of the tachyons in superstring theory has provided the massless states which have led to the
construction of graviton and Newtonian graviton and nally enabled us to deduce the Einstein's eld equations
following Weinberg. This was rst deduced by S.N Gupta [8].We have made a direct contact from spin 2 quanta
string amplitude to the eld of the graviton with the help of the tachyonic vacuum. Since superstring theory is
renormalisable,we hope that our research will help in probing further into the subtlities of Quatum Gravity.
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